Plate II

3. White bump at 3:00 on the O in PO. Colored mark in the oval at 6:15.
4. Oval connected to the lower frame under the numeral 5, sometimes there is only a small bump. Bumpy upper frame.
5. Small spot replaces the ray between the second and third towers. Upper frame bumpy.
8. Right frame skewed near the upper corner. Colored spot in the oval at 3:00. Upper frame bumpy.
9. White bump on the left leg of the A in TA. Colored spot near the upper right corner. Upper frame bumpy.
10. Slice from the top of the right frame. Spot to the right of the roof. Sometimes a white dot on the right wavy line. Upper frame bumpy. Colored mark in the left dove.
11. Lower frame damaged under the right dove.
12. Colored spot at 2:00 in the O of PO. Upper part of the innermost right white frame line longer at the bottom. Colored spot under the numeral 7.
13. Colored spot near the tip of the numeral 5's loop. White dot to the left of the seventh spiral. Two bumps on the bottom of the numeral 5's loop.
14. White dot under the third tower’s right turret. Gap in the bottom of the fourth spiral. Cut off U in MUCHA.
15. Gap in the white frame line under the Š. Spot close over the roof.
16. White bump (dot) on the P’s loop. Cut off A in MUCHA.
17. White dot in the tenth spiral. Distinctive rays.
18. Damage to the under part of the arm on the numeral 7. Lightly damaged frame under the seventh spiral. Position Type IV. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
19. Distinctive rays and crossbar on the numeral 7.
20. Slightly beveled upper left corner. Position Type VII. Two bumps on the oval at 6:00 and 6:30. Nail mark opposite the seventh spiral.
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21. White splotch and shallow notches on the right frame over the ninth spiral. Slanted tip on the S in SKÁ.
22. Gap in the fifth spiral at 3:00. Doubled\textsuperscript{1} fourth spiral.
23. The right white frame line is extended at its bottom. U and C cut off in MUCHA.
24. White mark in front of the Č’s bottom. Light beveling and bump on the upper left corner. White dot under the T’s right arm.
25. Colored arch thins under the first leaf. Lower frame thins under the oval.
26. The left frame thins near the second spiral. Gap in the seventh spiral from 1:30-4:00. Spot over the corner of the roof. Numeral Type IV (\textit{Mon. IV}). Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
27. Notch on the inside of the upper frame after the TA.
28. Left frame damaged behind the dove and under the third spiral. Dove’s tail (++)
29. Left frame thickens near the third spiral. Under the lower left innermost white frame line, there are two white marks over the Č. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
30. Light slice from the upper part of the left frame. Pointed upper right corner.
31. White dot on the first spiral at 9:00. Gap in the fourth spiral at 1:00.
32. Gap in the fourth tower. Spot on the right side of the second tower’s tip.
33. White bump on the bottom of the seventh spiral. Position Type IV.
34. Colored spot in the numeral 5.
35. Gap in the oval’s white outline at 9:00. Slightly pointed upper left corner.
36. White mark between the sixth and seventh spirals. Left frame thinner in the middle.
37. Large colored spot over the fourth tower and a fused ray to its right. White spot in the bottom of the right dove’s tail.
38. White bump at 2:00 on the O in PO. White dot after the seventh spiral.
39. Small colored spot after the A in MUCHA. Dove’s tail (− −).
40. Numeral Type II (\textit{Mon. XIII}). Position Type II.

\textsuperscript{1}This means the dividing lines are broken, making the spiral line appear twice as thick as usual.
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41. Colored spot under the lower right corner. Position Type V.
42. The ray between the second and third towers is made up of two dots. Dove’s tail (– –).
43. Blunted right arm on the T. A in CHA cut off. White bump inside the first spiral at 5:00. Slightly projecting upper left corner.
44. Colored spot behind the numeral 5. Position Type V.
45. Colored spot in the lower part of the V. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV). Position Type III.
46. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Bump on the oval under the numeral 5. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV).
47. Slanted slice from the A in CHA. Small bump on the frame under the first heart.
48. Thicker left leg on the M in MUCHA. Colored spot in the upper margin after the A.
49. Gap in the oval at 2:00.
50. Pointed lower right corner. White dot at 2:00 after the O in SKO.
51. Shallow notch in the upper frame over the fifth spiral. Pointed lower left corner. Slight slice from the upper part of the right frame. Position Type VII.
52. Two gaps in the first heart’s white outline. Upper left corner slightly pointed.
53. MUCHA cut off. Notch on the outside of the oval at 8:00. Pair of dots replace the ray between the second and third towers.
54. Colored spot under the M. Distinctive rays.
55. Gap in the upper frame in front of the P. Short left leg on the M. Longer right leg on the A in MUCHA.
56. Two thin places (sometimes gaps) in the third spiral at 1:00. Colored spot on the left coil.
57. Longer (maybe crosses) bottom part on the P’s loop. Colored spot on the right leg of the A in MUCHA. Pair of dots replaces the ray between the second and third towers.
58. Spot, sometimes a pair of spots, over the roof. Distinctive rays.
59. Notch in the left frame in front of the first spiral. Gap in the fourth spiral at 1:00.
60. Small colored spot to the upper right of the fourth tower.
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61. White bump on the fourth spiral at 3:30.
62. Colored spot in front of the numeral 7 at 10:00. Gap in the white frame line between the bottoms of the O and V. Oval thickens from 4:00-5:45. Colored spot under the H and A of MUCHA.
63. Pointed lower right corner. Gap in the white frame line under the K of SKO. Numeral Type III (*Mon. XIV*). Sometimes a spot in front of the numeral 5.
64. The ray forms an exclamation mark between the second and third towers. Spot to the right of the fourth tower’s base.
65. Gap in the oval at 3:00. Spot on the bottom of the right leg of the A in MUCHA.
66. Underlined U, H and A cut off, in MUCHA. White dot under the loop of the P. Slightly rugged numeral 5.
67. Spot between the middle of the numerals. Enlarged tip on the numeral 5. Colored spot under the lower right corner.
68. Colored spot on the oval at 10:00. Spot under the numeral 7. Large spot replaces the ray between the second and third towers.
69. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Rough bottom in the oval. Rough lower outside on the numeral 5.
70. Gap in the oval at 5:15. Slightly rugged numeral 5.
71. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Larger left leg on the M in MUCHA.
72. White splotch on the fourth spiral. Colored spot over the numeral 5's crossbar. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
73. Rugged numeral 5. Longer right leg on the A in MUCHA.
74. White dot at 11:00 in the O of SKO. Notch in the left side of the P’s leg.
75. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Colored spot between the bottoms of the H and A in MUCHA. Slightly projecting upper left corner. Spot to the middle right of the fourth tower. Slightly rugged numeral 5.
76. Low bump on the upper frame over the T.
77. White bump on the P’s loop at 2:00.
78. Numeral Type V (*Mon. XVI*). Spot on the numeral 5's crossbar. Spot to the right of the fourth tower.
79. Colored spot in the top of the V’s left leg. Left frame damaged behind the dove. Bump at 8:00 on the O in PO.
80. Notch on the outside of the numeral 5's loop. White dot on the fifth spiral at 1:00.
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81. Rugged numeral 5. Lowe frame thins in the middle. Spot under the lower left corner.
82. Type I fourth spiral. Dot at the top of the ray between the second and third towers. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
83. Long ray between the second and third towers. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
84. Shallow notch in the upper frame between the P and O.
85. Colored spot to the left of the numeral 7's tip. Spot at 2:45 in the O of SKO. Spot over the upper left corner.
86. Lower frame thicker in the middle. Position Type VI. Dove’s tail (—–).
87. Spot under the M and A, and the U is underlined, in MUCHA.
88. Colored spot on the inside of both upper corners. Dove’s tail (—–).
89. Pointed upper left corner. Slight bump at 3:00 on the O in PO.
90. Colored spot at the tip of the numeral 5's loop. Spot 1 mm into the right end of the upper white frame line.
92. Pointed upper left corner. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
93. Rugged numeral 5. Four spots over the ray between the second and third towers. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
94. Small bump on the numeral 5's loop. Pointed upper left corner. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV).
95. White dot on the sixth spiral at 6:30. Position Type V and VII.
96. Rugged numeral 5. Colored spot on the oval at 7:30.
97. Rugged numeral 5. Position Type II.
98. Damaged upper left corner. Position Type V.
99. Spot under the numeral 7's arm. Pointed upper left corner. Gap in the seventh spiral at 6:00. Position Type V.
100. White dot in the fifth spiral at 3:30. Bump on the bottom of the numeral 5's crossbar.
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